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Abstract— Aerospace industry is facing a major challenge 

with structural behavior of the advanced composites. This is 

because of the inherent complex damage behavior of the 

composite material. The aircraft with continuous 

maintenance of structural integrity will have satisfactory 

performance. Honeycomb Sandwich panel is a widely used 

composite structure in various application. It is important 

that honeycomb sandwich panel repairs be made according 
to the best available techniques because improper repair 

techniques can pose an immediate or potential danger. The 

reliability of an aircraft depends on the quality of the design 

and the workmanship of the repairs. Complication occurs 

with the design of honeycomb panel as the structure should 

be as light as possible. Manual fixing of honeycomb 

sandwich boards take additional time and cost and 

furthermore some of the time prompts loss of basic 

respectability because of human mistakes So as to lessen the 

time and cost of fixing the honeycomb composite structure a 

robotized framework can be planned. Automated system 
includes drilling the damaged part without making more 

damages in panel, cleaning the wastage using the vacuum 

pump and filling the holes using chemical filler. These 

processes are controlled by micro controller using drivers. It 

will be useful in improving repairing techniques of 

sandwich structures. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

With the increasing use of composite sandwich structures in 

aircraft components, it is crucial to develop repair methods 

that restore the original strength of the part without 

compromising its structural integrity. It is important that 

honeycomb sandwich panel repairs be made according to 

the best available techniques because improper repair 

techniques can pose an immediate or potential danger. The 

reliability of an aircraft depends on the quality of the design 

and the workmanship of the repairs. The design of an aircraft 

honeycomb sandwich panel repair is complicated by the 
requirement that an aircraft should be as light as possible. 

The repairs of the honeycomb structure panels can be made 

with higher safety margin only when the weight factor is not 

critical. The honeycomb sandwich panel repairs with 

required factor of safety should withstand all the loads for 

which the panel is designed. And also, the repairs should not 

have too much extra strength. In the couple of late decades, 

utilization of composite structures in airplane parts has 

expanded to a huge degree because of the points of interest 

offered by the composite materials when contrasted with 

metals. Airframe structures made up of composite material 

boards like honeycomb 
Sandwich panel have high strength and the ration 

of stiffness to weight, good fatigue resistance, and are less 

prone to deterioration caused by corrosion and cracking 

unlike a metal structure. Nevertheless, the composite panels 

are more susceptible to impact damage like lightning strikes, 

tool drops, service vehicle collisions, hail, runway debris, 

and birds. Considering the benefits of the composite aircraft 

structures, the performance of the composite structure repairs 

can be improved over the long period by ensuring that these 

repaired structures are maintainable, durable and repairable. 

Composite fix framework configuration ought to consider 

central point which influences the basic respectability and 
fix's viability of the honeycomb sandwich board. A portion 

of these variables are firmness, quality, working 

temperature, and strength. Therefore, to improve the 

performance of composite aircraft structures in the long run 

and take advantage of their many benefits, one should first 

ensure that these structures are durable, repairable, and 

maintainable. 

A. Sandwich Panel 

Sandwich structures consist of face sheet at top and bottom, 

adhesive at both sides of the core and core at the centre. The 

face sheets are high density material and forms the outer 

layer of the sandwich panels. Adhesive is used to keep the 

face sheet and core intact. Core of the sandwich panel is 

usually made of materials which has low density like 

composite materials. Composite materials overcome the 

problem of increase in weight with increase in panel 

thickness. Because of this advantage these panels are most 
widely used in the aerospace applications. The core in the 

sandwich structures withstand the shear load occur on the 

panel. Face sheet takes the tensile bending and compressive 

loads. Due to the advantage of the less weight to stiffness 

ratio in honeycomb panel structure, the structure offers 

excellent resistance to sonic fatigue cracking. And also, this 

type of construction offers high insulating properties and 

design versatility. 

 
Fig. 1: Sandwich Panel Constituents 

While designing the sandwich panels following 

four basic principles should be considered: 

 The thickness of the face sheet should be able to 

withstand the design compressive stress for the panel. 

 The core needs to be thick and should have high shear 
modulus to avoid buckling of the honeycomb sandwich 

panel for the design compression load. 
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 The higher flatwise tensile and compressive strength of 

the panel and the higher modulus of elasticity of the 

core avoids the wrinkling of the face sheet. 

 To avoid dimpling of either face sheet into the core cell, 

the honeycomb cell size needs to be sufficiently small. 

Also, the design of the terminating edge of the 

honeycomb sandwich panel should have sufficient stiffness 

and strength to withstand the applied edge loads and 

distribute those edge loads uniformly into the sandwich panel 

structure. 

B. Honeycomb Cell Structure 

Honeycomb cell structure consists of a light weight and 

strong composite structures. Composite structure is formed 

by combining two different components of the modern 

composite material. Honeycomb cell structure plays a vital 

role in many of the industries. Honeycomb cell structure is 

created by different types of composite materials. A 

honeycomb cell structure is most commonly constituted 

with various types of constituents which are non- metallic 

mostly composite material, light weight panels and more 

 
Fig. 2: Honeycomb Cell Structure 

C. Characteristics of Honeycomb Sandwich Panel 

The fast growth of the composite elements leads us to 
concentrate on the characteristics of the honeycomb panel. 

The characteristics are as follows. 

1) Thermal Resistance 

The honeycomb sandwich panel reduces the thermal bridge 

throughout the joints of the panels. 

2) Mechanical Properties 

The separation of the supports depends on the type of panel 

used in a particular application. Generally, 3m-5m space is 

maintained between the supports of the panel. 

3) Fire Behavior 

Fire behavior in sandwich panels depends on the metal 
thickness, the foam and the coating. Based on the 

requirement in the design the sandwich panels can be 

selected. Honeycomb panels are lighter than other materials. 

Nevertheless, these panels have high strength and flexural 

rigidity. These specific characteristics of honeycomb 

sandwich panel play a major role in the physical strength of 

the aircraft. 

D. Sandwich Panel Failure Modes 

Depending on the strength and stiffness of the face, adhesive 

strength and core, various modes of buckling failure can 

occur. Table 1 gives the various failure modes of metallic 

honeycomb sandwich-panels. 

 

Buckling 

mode 
Cause Mode shape 

General 

buckling 
(instability) 

Insufficient 

bending 

stiffness, or 
Insufficient 

core shear 

rigidity 

 

Shear 

crimpling 

Low core 

shear 

modulus, or 

Insufficient 

adhesive 

shear 

strength 

 

Face 

wrinkling 

Thin face, 

and Low 

adhesive 
strength 

 

Face 

wrinkling 

Thin face, 

and Low 

core strength  

Intra-cell 

buckling or 

dimpling 

Very thin 

face, and 

Large core 

cell size  

Face failure 

Lateral 

pressure, 

Low face 

strength 

 

Core shear 

buckling 

Insufficient 

core shear 

strength 

 
General core 

compression 

buckling 

Insufficient 

compressive 

core strength  

Concentrated 

core 

compression 

buckling 

Insufficient 

compressive 

core strength 

 
Table 1: Failure Modes of Honeycomb Sandwich Panel 

II. AUTOMATED REPAIR SYSTEM 

An automated repair system can repair damages and dents 

occur in honeycomb panels. These repairs are carried out in 

a automated process. This enables the repair process to 

complete without compromising the structural integrity of 

the sandwich panel in less duration when compared to the 
“manual repair” which currently takes an approximate 

duration of 3-4 hours to repair a single dent. 

A. Factors for Repair System Design 

Composite repair system design should consider major 

factors which affects the structural integrity and the repair’s 
effectiveness of the honeycomb sandwich panel. These 
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factors include stiffness, strength, operating temperature, 

and durability. 

 The stiffness of the repair structure should be equivalent 
to the parent structure stiffness. If the parent structure 

stiffness is lower than the repair then the repair structure 

absorbs more load to the repair area and this may lead 

the increase in its allowable strength limits. On the 

other side, if the parent structure has higher stiffness 

than the repair structure then the load on the parent 

structure will be more. Due to this the stress on the 

parent structure will be higher which may lead to 

breakdown. 

 Strength of the composite repair should be equivalent to 

strength of the parent structure. This can be made 
possible only if the repair material and the process is 

same as that of the parent structure. But majority of the 

time different material is used for the composite repair. 

While selecting the repair material, matching the 

stiffness of the material should be ensured and a 

positive strength margin should be achieved after the 

repair process. 

 Another factor which is determining the selection of the 

material is the Operating temperature of the repaired 

region.  

 The operating temperature of the repair should not 

exceed the operating temperature of the parent system. 

 Durability is one of the major factors to be considered 

in the repair system design. The repair made should last 

for lifetime of the aircraft i.e. it should be permanent. If 

the repair material selected is different from the parent 

then the repair material should have at least the same 

operational environmental capabilities of the parent 

material. 

B. Concept of Repair System 

The process of automated repair system is to drill out the top 

face-sheet of the honeycomb with a 1/4" drill, core pick an 

inner diameter of 1" under the drilled top face-sheet upto the 

bottom face-sheet, clean the vacuum debris, and finally 

foam fill the core-picked void / affected area. This process is 

achieved by the combination of Electrical and Mechanical 

systems. The mechanical system consists of a rotary X axis 

and a ball-screw driven Y and Z axis to operate a tool 

change turret. This arrangement also makes way for entry of 
a custom core-picker tool, which was custom designed for 

the selection of actual core. The turret consists of foam 

filling solenoid, Vacuum cleaning solenoid, Probe to 

identify the dent in the surface and Drilling machine for 

drilling purposes. 

The electrical sub-system provides complete 

machine control and automation. Sub-system comprises of a 

single Arduino Due microcontroller driving 3 Nos. of 

stepper motors and drives, 1 No. of servo motor and drive, 6 

Nos. of solenoid valves, one 20x4 LCD for status updates on 

the process, one colour RGBW LED strip for feedback 
status of the process and 8 relays to control the devices on 

the tool turret. Input devices comprises of 4 optical sensors 

for each axis, probe input, tool touch plate input, and finally 

start and stop inputs. 

The automated repair system is designed in such a 

way that electrical noise from power supplies and motor 

drives doesn’t affect the logic level device by separating far 

from each other. 

 
Fig. 3: Block Diagram of Control System 

The microcontroller is programmed to perform the 

automated repair process of the honeycomb sandwich panel. 

The input devices obtain the information of the honeycomb 

panel structure defects. Based on this information the 

Stepper/servo motor drives control the turret for core picker 

selection and the position of the turret for optimum repair 

position. First step of the process is to bring the turret for the 

drilling position. This is controlled by the operation of the 

servo motors. Once the position is reached, the position 
feedback sensor gives the input to the microcontroller. Then 

the relay for the drilling machine is activated and the drilling 

process is completed. The next stage is to clean the debris 

formed due to drilling. Once again, the servo motor is 

actuated to bring the turret for vacuum cleaning position. 

Then the solenoid valve for the vacuum cleaning is actuated 

by the relay. Once the debris are removed, the servo motor 

operates again for the foam filling position. The solenoid 

valve for the foam filling is actuated by the relay. For these 

processes to be effective the position of the turret and the 

tools used for various functions like drilling, vacuum 
cleaning, foam filling is to be highly effective and needs to 

be precision. The entire system is power by the switched 

mode power supply unit. This unit serves as the source for 

various voltage requirements of the system components. 

III. RESULT AND CONCLUSION 

Automated repair system described here shows very 

favorable results and displayed the ability to improve 

existing repairing techniques. This system will be crucial 
allowing us to repair the panels in better and safer way. This 

automated repair process brought down the manual repair 

time of 4-6 hours to roughly 10 minutes. Automated repair 

system overcomes the disadvantages of manual repair system 

like time taken to repair the panels, reduction in human 

errors. This automated repair system can be used not only for 

aircrafts but can also be used in defence, space and security, 

government and military applications. This system provides 

the efficient repair without compromising on the structural 

integrity of the panels and also it saves the time and cost for 

a repair of the honeycomb structure panels to a large extent. 
When this particular system is made in a large scale then it 

will reduce the design, tooling, training, maintenance and 

operational costs for a repair system. If an automated repair 

system can be developed for all kinds of panels, then the 

amount of time and cost saving is enormous 
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